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invitation, on the telephone, or perhaps it had never happened, or
perhaps it had not been fixed up with Sylvia at all but with somebody
quite different ... In one moment I should look down and find
I hadn't got on the lower half of my wedding-dress.
Lionel continued to make laborious conversation, mainly about
architecture and where the house had been skilfully renovated.
He did not mention Felicia, so neither could we, for we were
compelled to tread his footsteps. And then Sylvia came in to
relieve him—("Keep them going somehow for ten minutes; talk
about the fireplaces, Grinling Gibbons, anything, until I can take
over!")
"Peter darling \ I'm so sorry! I was lying down, and when
you came, I hadn't even started my hair!" (But when did that
ever prevent Sylvia from calling out joyful greetings and sug-
gestions to come up and tell her all the dirt in private session ?)
We introduced Orlando. It fell very flat. Sylvia was polite,
of course, but mechanical. One might have been introducing
a-business-fiiend-of-my-husband.
"Do come in and have some tea," said Sylvia; "it's all ready
now."
Neither Jennie nor I looked at Orlando; we dared not. Sylvia
went on: "We won't wait for Belmont and the others. You
haven't met our attractive Belmont, have you, Peter ? Or have
you ? She's a charmer."
I had always felt from Sylvia's descriptions that Belmont the
brilliant and the beautiful, Belmont the fascinating and the well-
turned-out, Belmont the altogether irresistible, was not a bit my
cup of tea
**. . . Cup of tea; I expect you're dying for one," from Sylvia
at the head of the table behind the Queen Anne silver equipage.
"Now how shall I arrange you 2" . . . But she was so distrait that
somehow we all drifted into the wrong chairs round the table;
Jennie and I next to each other on one side, Lionel at the foot,
and all the best chairs left conspicuously empty for Belmont and
her train. Orlando, who presumably had no desire to be in any
dose association with a table on which tea was spread, hovered
in space in a disembodied sort of way somewhere behind and
beyond Sylvia, smiling wanly; hoping, I suppose, that if he were
not^positively given whisky, at least he would be negatively given
on earth is Felicia e"
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